“I don’t want any rubbish!” the editor briefly wrote down (7)
Lethargy as bishop leaves inebriate, endlessly drunk (7)
Group of Five still guarding sacred books (7)
Sneakily cashed in a number of houses in Spain (9)
5A fuse finally hampering current, resistance - a pain in the neck! (7)
Ignorant peacekeepers beginning to embrace defending a conflict (7)
Taste ale after catching robber in Hackney (3,4)
Corrupt US/Iraq lawyer to hide assets (8,4)
Do they fill British jugs? (7)
Tree in snowy Chelmsford setting (4-3)
Chose Cruz to support the Spanish base (Conservative) (7)
Longed for Geordie to go into retirement at Hogmanay (4-3)
Egyptian governor starts to move up domestic interest rates (5)
Presley goes wild about Yankee stripper (5,4,3)
US banker introducing Jerry’s partner to post office account (7)
According to Spooner, jazzy Count finances Carmichael hit (9)
X-ray after daughter breaking toe in rehab (5)
Informal conversation has rectified conflict (8,4)
Muddy Waters having the luck of the Irish on the football betting! (9)
Arizona upset suspicious Byzantine Pope (7)
Hark! Satan is about somewhere in Southern Russia (9)
Starmer discontented royal couple (4,3,5)
Kiss female performer in talent show (1,6)
Ford mini belongs to The Queen and several Emperors (7)
Disc jockey’s spinning outside - I have had a dance (5)
From Paris, I departed northbound carrying uranium and kerosene (3,4)
Using great speed, regularly demolished (5)
Old copper left in a branch of Coral? (7)